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PHISHING 

If you survey your co-workers, chances are high you will find they have 
received a phishing email at some point. It’s not surprising since phishing is 
the number one cause of breaches in the world, with an average of more 
than 46,000 new phishing sites created per day, or nearly 1.5 million each 
month (Webroot Quarterly Threat Trends Report, 2017).  Phishing started 
in the 1990s and has gained traction over the last three decades, continuing 
to be a highly effective tactic despite advances in technology to combat it.   
 
With the prevalence of phishing today, Federal compliance frameworks such as FedRAMP are now requiring 
phishing testing. One of the best ways to train employees to identify phishing attempts is by performing 
continuous assessments. By doing this in a controlled environment, identification becomes second nature.  In this 
white paper, we will review many aspects of phishing to include: 
 

Origin and History of Phishing - We will start by examining the origin of the word, its history, and how it 
has been perceived over the past few decades.  
Types of Phishing - Next, we will examine four distinct types of phishing, (1) malicious link, (2) credential 
harvesting, (3) payload delivery, and (4) elicitation phishing.  

Phishing Case Studies - Lastly, we will take a closer look at real-world phishing as we review three case 
studies from major data breaches with phishing as the root cause.  

ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF PHISHING 

TERMINOLOGY 

If you have read about phishing, you have probably heard many terms thrown around. But what do they all mean? 
What is the difference between phishing and spear phishing? What is SMSishing? The table below contains 
common phishing terms with their associated definitions.  
 

Term Definition 

Phishing an attempt to obtain sensitive personal information (passwords, banking 
details, etc.) for malicious use 

Spear Phishing phishing attempts targeting specific individuals 

Whaling phishing attempts targeting high-profile/executive employees 

SMSishing phishing attempts via SMS messaging (text) 

Credential Harvesting Website a malicious website used in a phishing campaign that resembles a login 
portal, which is used to obtain the target's username and password 

Spoofing in the context of phishing, spoofing is an impersonation of an individual or 
company to appear as legitimate 

 

Phishing and pretexting 
represent 98% of social 
incidents and 93% of breaches. 
Email continues to be the most 
common vector (96%).  
(Verizon Data Breach Investigations 
Report, 2018) 

https://www.webroot.com/us/en/about/press-room/releases/nearly-15-million-new-phishing-sites
https://www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/
https://www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/
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HISTORY 

Phishing was first observed in the early America Online (AOL) days in the 1990s. The first mention of the term 
“phishing” was in the application AOHell. AOHell had multiple tools which attackers used, including a phishing 
tool. When the first phishing campaign took place, attackers would send either instant messages or emails to elicit 
their targets’ password. Some attackers took it even further and went onto phish for credit card information. 

TIMELINE 

1990 - 2000  • Phishing was first observed in the 1990’s with the boom of AOL. 

2000 - 2010 • In the early 2000’s, attackers started purchasing domains similar to websites (i.e. 
eBay, PayPal, etc.), a process called typo-squatting.  

• In the early 2000’s, 419 scams started booming, which are a very common type of 
phish (previously discussed in the first whitepaper of this series). 

2010 - Present • More data breaches are occurring with phishing and social engineering as the 
attacker’s entry, as shown on BankInfoSecurity. We will take a look at three in the 
Case Studies section below. 

• The popularity of Business Compromise Emails starts to grow. 

TYPES OF PHISHING 

Not all phishing campaigns are the same. Depending on the attacker’s end goal, the phishing campaign can vary 
dramatically. Whether it is a simple email trying to get a reply, sending a payload in an attachment, or attempting 
to receive their targets’ credentials, it is all some form of phishing. In the subsections below, we will review 
examples of four commonly seen types of phishing. 

MALICIOUS LINKS 

When a target “clicks” or follows a link in a 
phishing email, an attacker can gather more 
information than most people realize. Once 
the user follows the link, the attacker may 
pull information (such as the user agent 
string) and then run plugin scans, which 
could gather what operating system, 
browser, version, and additionally plugins 
and their versions the target is using. If a 
target is running an outdated and vulnerable 
version of an application, the attacker then 
knows which type of exploit to use during 
their next phishing campaign. 
 

Figure 1: Phishing Example - Malicious Link 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AOHell
https://www.mindpointgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Social-Engineering-Part-One-A-Dirty-Old-Trick.pdf
https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/interviews/most-breaches-trace-to-phishing-social-engineering-attacks-i-3516
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CREDENTIAL HARVESTING 

Credential harvesting occurs when the attacker sends their target a malicious link via email or potentially over 
SMS. Once the target clicks the link, they are brought to a portal requesting that the target enter their username 
and password. Often the attacker has cloned a website login that they know the target has previously seen (Office 
365 login page, Google App login page, health insurance login page, etc.) or in some cases the attacker may create 
a new page altogether. Once the target supplies their username and password to the attacker’s cloned version of 
the webpage, the attacker’s system saves the username and password for future use.  Sometimes, the target is 
redirected back to the actual login page that was cloned under the guise of an incorrect password attempt.  If the 
target has reused their credentials with multiple services (other than the cloned web page), then the attacker can 
begin gathering even more information or begin spoofing the target’s accounts.  
 

 
Figure 2: Phishing Example - Credential Harvesting Email 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Phishing Example - Credential Harvesting Portal 
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PAYLOAD DELIVERY 

Another option for attackers performing phishing is sending a payload as an attachment in their phishing email. 
The payload can differ in type depending on the attacker’s objective. Often the malicious payload is embedded 
(hidden) inside a Microsoft Office document (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc.) and may need a user to enable 
macros for the payload to execute. While some companies may now block macros, with a little social 
engineering (included in the body of the message or via a follow-up phone call), an unsuspecting user may be 
solicited to enable macros.  Once the macro has executed, the payload may connect to a remote server and 
subsequently allows the attacker to execute commands on the user’s computer as if they were sitting on the 
user’s computer running as the targeted user. 
 

 
Figure 4: Phishing Example - Payload Delivery Email 

 
Figure 5: Phishing Example - Payload Delivery Attachment 
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ELICITATION 

Occasionally an attacker may send a simple email to their target, with no links or payloads – nothing necessarily 
malicious. In this instance, all the attacker is looking for is a reply to the email (such as “I believe you have the 
wrong person” or “Please remove my name from your mailing list”). The attacker’s goal in this instance to 
hopefully obtain the target’s email signature styling. Attackers try to obtain email signature styling for later use to 
make another phishing campaign (on another individual or company) look as realistic as possible. 

BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISE 
Business Email Compromise (BEC), also called CEO fraud, is a specific type of phishing campaign that targets staff 
in the financial or human resources department of a business. The attacker sends the target a phishing email, 
which is typically disguised to look as if it is coming from the CEO. After some small talk to build up trust, the "CEO" 
requests an urgent transfer of money or possibly sensitive information. 
 

“Business email compromise (BEC) attacks are projected to exceed $9 billion in 2018.” 
(Darkreading.com, 2018) 

 

CSO Online reports that a BEC occurred in the beginning of March 2016 against the company Alpha Payroll. The 
attacker emailed an Alpha Payroll employee, impersonating the company’s CEO, and “requested copies of all the 
2015 W-2 forms produced by Alpha Payroll on behalf of its customers”. The Alpha Payroll employee replied to 
the attacker’s request, which resulted in the employee’s termination from the company. 

CASE STUDIES 

Below we will evaluate three data breaches that have happened in the past decade. These breaches were at RSA, 
Target, and Anthem. Attackers spend enormous amounts of time preparing for these attacks. Typically, the more 
open-source intelligence (OSINT) gathering they perform, the more useful information they find, , which leads to 
a higher chance that their attacks may succeed. Attackers also focus on OSINT gathering against businesses who 
associate with their target company. As seen Case Study # 2 below, the attackers identified a third-party associate 
and were able to breach their target company by first phishing a third-party association.  

CASE STUDY #1 – RSA, 2011 

RSA, a subsidiary of EMC Corporation, was breached on March 17, 2011 and cost EMC 66.3 million dollars. The 
attackers took data related to RSA’s two-factor authentication tokens, SecurID. During the beginning of June 2011, 
RSA then offered more than 30,000 of their SecurID customers new token replacements (or free security 
monitoring services). 
 
The breach started when the attackers sent phishing emails to a small number of employees, some of which were 
simple users with no privileged access. The phishing email’s subject line was “2011 Recruitment Plan,” which also 
included an attachment. The phishing email didn’t even make it into the recipients’ inbox folder, but rather the 

https://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/bec-attacks-to-exceed-$9b-in-2018-trend-micro/d/d-id/1330853
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3064675/security/alpha-payroll-fires-employee-victimized-by-w-2-phishing-scam.html
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junk folder. The attachment in the email, titled 2011 Recruitment plan.xls, utilized a zero-day exploit, which was 
a vulnerability in Adobe Flash. Once an employee found the email in the junk folder and opened the attachment, 
the attackers were able to pivot from there throughout EMC’s network and exfiltrate data related to SecurID. 

CASE STUDY #2 – TARGET, 2013 

On November 27, 2013, attackers breached Target and obtained customer names, credit/debit card numbers, 
expiration dates and CVV information for around an estimated 70 million people. Target paid 18.5 million dollars 
to settle the multistate data breach. 
 
While Target themselves did not get phished, one of their third-party vendors, Fazio Mechanical, was 
compromised through a phishing campaign. The attackers then captured credentials that Fazio Mechanical used 
to access Target's supplier portal, which was used for contract management, billing and project management. 
From the supplier portal, the attackers then most likely compromised the web server and obtained credentials for 
Target’s network and then subsequently moved between Targets servers and finally to point of sales (POS) 
systems. 

CASE STUDY #3 – ANTHEM, 2015 

In Anthem’s December 2015 data breach, attackers took nearly 80 million records which included full names, 
social security numbers, dates of birth, home addresses and other sensitive data. The data taken could enable 
attackers to steal identities, sign up for credit cards, and more. Anthem had to pay $115 million to settle lawsuits 
over the data breach and roughly another $145 million for security improvements related to the breach. 
 
Anthem had information posted on job listings, as well as employee’s LinkedIn accounts, which gave attackers 
some insider information as to technical users at Anthem according to CSO Online. Additionally, KnowB4 states 
that the forensic firm that investigated the breach believes that the attackers got in through phishing, possibly 
either by harvesting credentials or the target downloaded some type of Trojan with a keylogger. Five sets of 
Anthem employee credentials were then used to login in to Anthem systems. 

POST DATA BREACH PHISHING 

After companies announce a data breach has occurred, attackers craft phishing campaigns using the current state 
of panic related to the breach as ammunition. Attackers create spoofed emails impersonating the breached 
company and request that users login to see if their information was stolen. This tactic is a very effective phishing 
campaign as it plays off urgency and curiosity.  
 
Additionally, it is common for organizations who have recently been breached to set up a website to provide 
further information on the breach and answer any questions that the public may have for the company, as seen 
in the Anthem breach (https://www.anthemfacts.com/). However, in a more recent breach of the company 
Equifax, the wrong website was tweeted out, as shown in a Slate article. Fortunately, the individual who purchased 
the wrongly given website domain had no plans for any malicious activity.  
 

https://www.csoonline.com/article/2881532/business-continuity/anthem-how-does-a-breach-like-this-happen.html
https://blog.knowbe4.com/anthem-breach-began-with-phishing-of-employees
https://www.anthemfacts.com/
http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/09/20/equifax_tweeted_the_wrong_url_for_its_data_breach_website.html
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HOW CAN I PREVENT AN ATTACK? 

Now that you understand the different types of phishing attacks that scammers utilize when phishing, you have 
an idea of what to look out for. Below you can find more information to keep in mind when you come across a 
suspicious email: 
 

• Stop! If you are suspicious at all, do not click any links or open any attachments. 
• If the suspicious email comes from a trusted source, but the content or language is not adding up, 

simply pick up the phone and call the source. That is the quickest and easiest way to confirm the 
sender’s legitimacy.  

• Be wary of emails that are flagged as Spam or Junk by your email provider or client, unless you are 
positive that the source and content appear correct.  

• Email your company’s security team and ask them to check the email out. If it is a phishing email, 
chances are that others received it as well. By emailing your security team it may give them the 
opportunity to block the attackers, so no one falls for the scam. 

• Make sure you are running Anti-Virus software with up-to-date signatures. Anti-Virus software can 
protect against many payload delivery type phishing campaigns and may help detect other phishing 
campaigns as well. 

• If you do think you fell for a phishing email, still email your security team!  The earlier the security team 
is made aware, the sooner that they can determine the effect of the compromise on your account and 
the network. 

 
Finally, one of the best ways to train employees on how to identify phishing emails is to test the employees and 
to test them often. Imitating actual phishing attempts gives employees the chance to see real phishing attempts 
in a controlled environment. Results from phishing campaigns can also measure how effective internal security 
awareness training is and provide feedback on where additional training may be required 

NOW WHAT? 

We hope you had a chance to catch our first two parts of this whitepaper series. In the first whitepaper of this 
series, Part I – A Dirty Old Trick, we  covered the fundamentals of Social Engineering and how it’s been utilized 
throughout history. The second whitepaper in this series, Part II – Open Source Intelligence, explained where 
attackers start by utilizing Open-Source Intelligence gathering to better craft their Social Engineering campaigns. 
 
Up next, we will be covering three more Social Engineering topics, as well as a final whitepaper on how to lower 
your risk against Social Engineering attacks: 
 

• Part IV: Vishing  
• Part V: Physical Security  
• Part VI: How to Lower Your Risks to Social Engineering Attack 

 
  

https://www.mindpointgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Social-Engineering-Part-One-A-Dirty-Old-Trick.pdf
https://www.mindpointgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Social-Engineering-Part-Two-OSINT.pdf
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ABOUT MINDPOINT GROUP 

MindPoint Group is a cybersecurity consulting firm providing innovative solutions including: 

 Cloud Security  Security Operations 

 FedRAMP 3PAO Services  Governance, Risk & Compliance 

 Proactive Security   Managed Security Services 

 Security Architecture & Engineering 

 
MindPoint Group’s Proactive Security Services offers social engineering solutions led by Subject Matter Experts.  
Our methodology is focused on providing customizable White Box (Insider Threat Simulation) and Black Box 
(Adversarial Simulation) assessments to meet the unique requirements of our clients.  Our Social Engineering 
assessment and audit services range from Open-Source Intelligence, Phishing, Vishing, Physical Security 
Assessment, and Physical Security Audit.   

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Stephanie Carruthers is a Social Engineer Team Lead at MindPoint Group. After winning a black badge at DEF CON 
22 for the Social Engineering Capture The Flag (SECTF), Stephanie Carruthers pursued her career as a full time 
Social Engineer. Stephanie focuses on services such as Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) gathering, Phishing, 
Vishing, and Physical security assessments. Stephanie also was on the winning team for SAINTCON'S Vault Physical 
Security challenge, which won the team a black badge. Over the last five years Stephanie has presented and taught 
trainings at multiple security conferences including BSidesSLC, CircleCityCon, SAINTCON, ISACA (Salt Lake City), 
Hackfest Canada, NolaCon, OverDrive, and Black Hat. Stephanie has performed a variety of Social Engineering 
assessments for clients ranging from start-ups, Fortune 100 companies, to government agencies. Stephanie is on 
the DEF CON CFP review board as a specialist for Social Engineering submissions. 

LEARN MORE 

For additional information about our cybersecurity services, please visit our website and social media: 

 mindpointgroup.com  GitHib 

 LinkedIn  Glassdoor 

 Twitter   Facebook 

To learn more about MindPoint Group’s Social Engineering services, please email Stephanie and the Proactive 
Security team at: pss@mindpointgroup.com 

 

https://www.mindpointgroup.com/
https://github.com/MindPointGroup
https://www.linkedin.com/company/402414?trk=tyah
https://www.glassdoor.com/Overview/Working-at-MindPoint-Group-EI_IE425126.11,26.htm
https://twitter.com/MindPointGroup
https://www.facebook.com/mindpointgroup/
mailto:pss@mindpointgroup.com
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